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ABSTRACT

DESIGN OF THE FUNCTIONING PROTOTYPE

USER STUDY

CONCLUSION

This paper presents LINKKI, a kinetic construction toy based on a
planar linkage mechanism with which users can design movements,
make kinetic arts, and learn basic STEM subjects through hands-on
play. Consisting of a modular box, bars and circles, and active/interactive modules, LINKKI simplifies the technical construction toy to
such an extent as to look minimal but still retains the versatility of construction blocks as an educational tool and designer’s prototyping tool.

Mechanical parts
Flat bars and circles are major building blocks of LINKKI [Fig.2a]. Other mechanical parts except these were excluded intentionally to simplify
them. The linkage mechanism, however, can replace other parts by enabling users to design similar movements. To offset the lack of diverse
parts, different types of bars were introduced for variety.

An intensive three-day workshop was organized in Daejeon, Korea in
June of 2015 [Fig.3]. Eight participants comprised of casual users from
their teens to fifties took part. After a short introduction to linkage mechanisms, they were given two primary tasks: to design their own moving
storyboard, and to make a drawing tool or machine. Due to a lack of
time, most of the outcomes ended up with implementing the simplest
idea. Participants, however, showed potential with this activity by making diverse storyboards from cartoons to abstract kinetic art that were
quite dissimilar from each other. The second task was the one that participants were most intrigued by, since drawing shows an immediate first
hand outcome of how a mechanism functions. Experimenting with and
adjusting mechanisms to get a desired result, participants were observed
to be engaged in the making process and motivated to ask the principle
behind it.

Microprocessor-embedded construction toys are being widely used as
educational and prototyping tools for kinetic design today. However, as
the versatility has grown, so has the complexity. For this reason, the need
for a simpler and more intuitive toy for kinetic design has grown.

The simplicity of LINKKI not only allows intuitive play, but also enables users to easily tweak and create custom parts for themselves,
thus making it easy to incorporate raw material in addition to the existing parts for prototyping use. Paying attention to the aesthetic side,
it is also intended to encourage a demographic with possibly less exposure to technical toys (casual users, young girls, etc.) to be engaged in motion design and STEM subjects. In this paper, I describe
the features of a functioning LINKKI prototype and discuss the adaptability of the toy through diverse usage examples and a user study.

METHOD
Practice-led research, iterative prototyping, user scenario, usability test.

Board and box
The board is an evenly perforated wooden board with three sliding slits,
onto which mechanical parts and motor units are attached. It is also
supposed to work as a block or a unit that can be assembled to make a
bigger wall.
Active modules
There are three different types of motor modules [Fig.1]: a continuous
rotation module, a limited rotation module, and a wifi-enabled interactive module.

LINKKI is a toy developed with this in mind. It is a kinetic construction
toy based on a planar linkage mechanism with which users can design
movements, make kinetic art, and learn basic STEM subjects through
hands-on play. Limiting types of mechanisms and parts to as simple a
set as possible, it makes motion design more intuitive and adaptable.
Furthermore, paying attention to the aesthetic side and prioritizing the
art-oriented goal above an overt educational goal, it invites casual users
to play with STEM-related ideas. Through a series of explorations and a
user study, its potential looks promising.
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and therefore there is space for development.
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USER SCENARIO
Constructing stories

Building drawing tools

Users can construct stories with movements that
mimic the behaviors of humans, animals, and everyday objects, whether using existing parts or making
custom parts. Consequently, moving storyboards or
mechanical animations can be formed. The movement itself might not represent the exact mechanism
of real life, but users can still gain an understanding
of how things move, and get to know how to break
down complicated mechanisms into a simpler set of
movements.

The traces drawn by mechanical movement are beautiful in their repetitive and symmetric curvy trajectories, intriguing users to be engaged in the making
process. There are a number of traditional drawing
tools such as pantograph and ellipsograph [12] that
can be constructed with linkages. While building
such drawing tools, users can get familiar with the
fundamental concepts of geometry and mathematics
as well as discovering the pure joy of drawing elaborate curves. Adding active modules allows users to
create drawing machines as well.

Visualizing data in a physical format
With the designed movement functioning as an actuator, an interactive motor can be paired with an
appropriate sensor to create a physical data visualization. Rather than a virtual graph on a screen, a
real drawing on tangible paper allows users to grasp
the core idea of physical computing and interaction
between sensor and actuator through art-oriented
expressive activity.

Kinetic prototyping tool
While the aforementioned examples focus on the
aspect of play and education, it can be also used as
a prototyping tool for designers who need to tinker
with movements at an early stage of design.

Figure 1. Prototype of LINKKI

Figure 2. a) Mechanical parts b) Interactive module
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